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Validation of Informal Learning in Mobility Actions 
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In the recent years mobility has become a key issue in the European Union. Being mobile is of high 
value, individually as well as politically, fostering the European cohesion and contributing to the com-
petitiveness of the European Union. 
But what is concretely to be gained through mobility for the individual? Mobility is a means to promote 
personal, social and professional competence development and contributes to 
the creation of a true European area of education and training.  
However, it is rather difficult to evaluate and validate the acquired competences 
herein, since a great deal of mobility learning activities consist of (rather un-
planned) informal learning activities taking place in everyday life of the learners 
outside their habitual living and learning contexts. 
VILMA intends to tackle the issue by providing instruments to assess and evi-
dence competence development in mobility actions. 
VILMA builds on the experience gathered in three EU-funded projects carried 
out from 2005-2010 (ACT!, ACT-NET and VIP). Here the unique LEVEL5-
approach to validate learning outcomes in rather informal learning settings has 
been developed and applied in more than 60 learning projects in twelve European member states. 
VILMA seeks to transfer and adapt this approach and its instruments to European mobility actions to 
create a comprehensive evaluation system specifically feasible for various mobility actions.  

 
VILMA Project activities in the first project phase 

 
The project started in January 2011 and was officially inaugurated with a meeting in Austria with rep-
resentatives of all nine partner institutions. A Swiss partner joined the consortium in the first project 
phase. The first project steps were discussed and scheduled in accordance with the project design. 
 
Needs analysis and stocktaking 
 

In a comprehensive desk research different approaches and 
instruments for validating informal learning in mobility actions 
were collected and discussed in the partnership. With validation 
we mean the process of assessing and evidencing learning 
outcomes (developed competences) acquired by an individual 
in an informal mobility setting. To substantiate the findings and 
to investigate the awareness about the issue and the demand 
of evaluation in regard to competence development in mobility 
actions, the VILMA partners decided to launch an additional 
online survey among European experts. 

 
We would like to warmly invite you to become active in the VILMA project and tell us your opinion and 
ideas about what matters in mobility actions, which competences you find most important to be ac-
quired in mobility learning. 
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Please follow this link to our survey: 
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/719036/VILMA-questionnaire 

 

The survey will be open till December 9th. The results will be published on the VILMA website and will 
be summarised in our next newsletter which will be published in January. 
 
The course for validation of learning outcomes in mobility actions 
 

Together with the sister project VIP we carried out a first five 
days course on the validation of learning outcomes in 
European projects, partnerships and mobility actions which 
was accomplished by a large scale conference in Alden 
Biesen and Leuven, Belgium from October 10

th
 to 14

th
. 

More than 25 experts from 10 European member states 
participated in the course and another 50 friends and guests 
joined us for the conference. 
The conference in Leuven was the 5

th
 in a sequence of large 

scale but nevertheless very practice oriented and activating 
conferences that we have been organising under the 
umbrella of the REVEAL network since 2007. 

 
In 2012 we plan the next conference on validating learning outcomes in mobility learning – don’t hesi-
tate to contact us if you are interested to participate! 
 
The VILMA-Consortium 

 
 BUPNET GmbH, Bildung und Projekt Netzwerk, Göttingen, Germany 

 Die Berater ® Unternehmensberatungsgesellschaft mbH, Vienna, Austria 

 Landcommanderij Alden Biesen, Belgium 

 Belies Consulting S.L., Barcelona, Spain 

 Xena, Padova, Italia 

 INSUP Formation, Bordeaux, France 

 OAF, San Gwann, Malta 

 Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania 

 Imotec, Vilnius, Lithuania 

 

 

 

Contact VILMA/REVEAL 
Dr. Tim Scholze 
Bertheaustr. 10 - D-37073 Goettingen 
info@reveal-eu.org 
Websites: www.vilma-eu.org, www.reveal-eu.org, 

 
 
This project has been funded with support from the European Commis-
sion. This newsletter reflects the views only of the authors, and the Com-
mission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the 
information contained therein. 

 
 


